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ABOUT PAKALOA SUP:
Pakaloa SUP Story
Over each passing year, we took notice that even more people were using inflatable paddle
board. It looked like fantastic fun, a unique method to a full-body exercise, as well as a much
better means to venture out that you usually would not have the ability to ashore. As we
started our search for a SUP, we noted our choices. Nonetheless, there wasn’t one board
that met our wants. We were searching for a portable premium light weight board that was
also fashionable. After a complete research and also tiring our options, we asked
ourselves why don’t we make a durable, lightweight mobile board? That is precisely how
Pakaloa‘s inflatable stand up paddle board was birthed.

Pakaloa SUP Goal
Our goal not only with Pakaloa but also in life is to influence others to tackle an experience,
boldness, as well as a feeling of gratification. This is our need to share with all the physical
as well as mental advantages of paddle boarding.

Pakaloa SUP Method
Pakaloa was produced out of our enthusiasm for paddleboarding as well as exploring the
outdoors around the world. We called for a top-notch board that was affordable, light, and
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also very easy to make use of, which is precisely how the Pakaloa Inflatable SUP is made.

Pakaloa SUP Philosophy
Here at Pakaloa, our team believe in all things surrounding outdoor tasks and also stand up
paddle boarding is sure to be our favored. As SUP Enthusiasts, our wish to paddleboard is
constant. The individuals we fulfill and even the tales they’ve shared are the motivation to
our success. Other’s love for paddle boarding and enthusiasm for life is infectious, which
has us aiming to improve our products. We are honored and also fortunate to be part of this
superb area!

Pakaloa SUP Passion
Around the globe, paddleboarding is more than just a sport or a fun way to get fit. It’s an
avenue of pleasure. It’s an opportunity to act for something we are passionate about while
doing a sport that we are loving. Stand-up paddling has become an incredible way to stand
up for ocean rights, take a stand against plastic.
Whatever we can do, however, we can act, whether it’s one kilometer or 1000 kilometers,
let’s take our SUP passion and turn it into outreach. Let’s act out to the world with our
paddle in one hand and our board underfoot, taking care of this one planet, and it’s
inhabitants.
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WHY PAKALOA SUP PADDLEBOARDS?
Pakaloa SUP Inflatable Paddleboards
The best inflatable paddleboard you can ever have. The Premium Quality Inflatable
Paddleboard that makes it a must to have this SUP if you love water trips.
Made from high-quality material that surpasses military-grade PVC, the Pakaloa inflatable
paddleboard with handle offers the rigidity of hardboard with all the b benefits of an ISUP.
It has a bungee system of D-Rings and strong bungee cords, which help you pack a small
haul.

Pakaloa SUP Lifetime Warranty
You don’t need to worry about the robustness of your SUP because we are offering a
lifetime warranty for this inflatable paddleboard. We don’t think anyone can ask for a better
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warranty than this.
The Pakaloa Inflatable paddle board Warranty is a commitment to our customers, an
expression of our confidence in the high quality of our products, and a statement that we
stand behind that quality.

Pakaloa SUP Free Shipping Worldwide
We offer free express delivery to all on all inflatable paddleboard orders. We don’t like to
wait, and neither do you, you want to get on the water quickly, so all our deliveries are
made by express courier. Shipments are shipped as soon as possible, usually the day after
your order, according to the carrier’s rules.

Pakaloa SUP Accidental Damage Protection (Pakaloa Care+)
Available at the time of purchase, Pakaloa Care+ covers potential accidental damage,
including costs for parts, repairs, or logistics, and entitles Pakaloa™ owners to an identical
or better unit, during the policy term, if needed. Extend Pakaloa Care+ protection easily
from one’s account area or manage other aspects of one’s Pakaloa Care+ policy
conveniently online.

Pakaloa SUP 24/7 Support
As a premier paddleboard brand, Pakaloa™ offers a lifetime warranty, free worldwide
shipping, and the Pakaloa Care+ plan to provides years of accidental damage protection
coverage and extend the life of one’s paddleboard.
It is therefore natural for us to support you when you need it, and for this reason, we are
available to help you 24/7.

Pakaloa SUP Ambassador Program
Pakaloa is not just a shop; they integrate themselves into the SUP community, establish
relationships, and leverage these to drive sales. This brilliant technique relies heavily on its
ambassadors. The close connection between community and brand also means that
customer views on Pakaloa products funnel back into the heart of the brand. I tallow the
continuous tailoring of products. The Pakaloa ambassador program ticks all the boxes;
ambassadors love the brand, rewards are appropriate, and the love is spread organically.
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Brand ambassador programs drive awareness of Pakaloa in a gentle yet forceful way to
drive traffic into the partner’s stores and online. It works so well because the local
ambassadors are highly relatable to consumers.
Thank You!
“We would love to thank you for ending up being a part of the Pakaloa family.
You are a massive component of our success, as well as your adventures,
motivate us in every way. We strive to constantly boost our products as well as
provide you the finest blow up SUP experience to find.”
Buy The Best Inflatable Paddle Board
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